Introduction
Let 1) be a region of connectivity n in the z-plane which contains the point of infinity and whose boundary C consists of n smooth Jordan curves C1, C2,..., Cn. Each curve Cr is the boundary of a bounded simply connected region Dj and we write D= (J~_ID s. The Neumann-Poincard integral equation is (1) where s and t represent the arc length parameter on C, z(s) is a parametric representation of C in terms of its arc length, ~/~nt represents differentiation in the direction of the inward normal at z(t), and a 1 (2) This integral equation plays an important role in potential theory and conformal mapping. It can be solved by iteration and the Neumann-Liouville series so obtained converges like a geometric series whose ratio is 1/I/t [ where ~t is the lowest eigenvalue of (1) whose absolute value is greater than one. The eigenvalues of (1) (1) This work was supported by the National Science Foundation.
/ (s) = ~ fc K(s, t) / (t) dr,

K(s, t) = ~ log [z(s) -z(t) ["
Ahlfors [1] showed how quasiconformal mapping leads to a very practical method for obtaining such estimates when C is the boundary of a simply connected region/~.
In particular, he showed that if /~ admits a quasiconformal reflection [3] Since a quasiconformal reflection is not possible for multiply connected regions in the plane, Royden [10] embedded the given region /~ in a compact Riemann surface oil which the exterior of /) had the same topological structure as /). An integral equation analogous to (1) is then studied and its lowest non-trivial eigenvalue can be estimated by using a quasieonformal relfection. However the kernel K is no longer the Diriehlet kernel (2) but involves the Green's function of the Riemann surface which generally is unknown.
Returning to simply connected domains, Warschawski [15, 16] showed how eigenvalue estimates can be obtained for a domain which is "close" to a domain for which such estimates are known, for example, for "nearly-circular" or "nearly-convex" domains. Schiller [11] used variational methods to obtain such estimates for simply connected regions and similar methods are used in [12, 13] to obtain estimates for c~rtain multiply connected regions.
In this paper, a generalization of the Ahlfors method is presented which is applicable to multiply connected regions, and which gives a practical method for obtaining estimates for the lowest non-trivial positive eigenvalue 2 for the Neumann-Poinear~ equation (1) . Let /-) be a domain of connectivity n containing co and having Jordan 
Two curve systems C and C* are called quasiconformally equivalent if there is a quasiconformal homeomorphism of the whole plane which takes C onto C*. We denote by ~* a class of canonical domains for domains of connectivity n, and assume that each domain /)*E ~* is bounded by a curve system C* for which 2*> I. Let :~* denote the class of curve systems C* which are boundaries of domains /)*e ~*.
We then have: 
The Fredhoim eigenvalues
Let us assume that the curve system C is such that the spectrum of the integral equation (1) consists of at most a countable sequence {2n}. This is the case, for example, when C is given parametrically in terms of arc length by a function z(s) which is of class C 2, that is, when C has continuous curvature. We then denote by 2 the smallest Fredholm eigenvalue satisfying )L > 1.
The eigenvalue ~ may be characterized by the following extremal property. If is any function which is harmonic in /~, (regular at co), and has a single valued harmonic conjugate, and if h is harmonic in D and satisfies h = ~ on C, then we shall call s and h an admissible pair of harmonic functions for C. Then for any admissible pair h and h, we have
where dv is the area element. Equality holds on the right when, and only when, is the harmonic conjugate of the double-layer potential with density on C equal to an eigenfunction belonging to 2. Equality holds on the left when, and only when, is the harmonic conjugate of the double-layer potential with density on C equal to an eigenfunction belonging to -2. Those admissible pairs for which equality holds are called extremal for 2 and -2 respectively. Now let ~'(z) be a quasiconformal homcomorphism of the whole z-plane onto the whole Z-plane which carries infinity into infinity. If $ e C I, then the partial derivatives Sz and ~ are defined by
Every quasiconformal homeomorphism $ of the whole plane has generalized derivatives Sz and ~ [6, 8, 9] which arc locally integrablc and satisfy for all r E C 1 with compact support, the integration extended over the whole plane.
It will be convenient to write p = ~-z and cl = $z" We say that ~ has maximal eccentricity k in a region ~2 if there is a number k< 1 such that IIq/pll~ ~<k, that is, if
Iql</cIpl holds almost everywhere on a. If we set g=(l+k)/(1-k), we call g the maximal dilatation of ~, and ~-is called K-quasiconformal. Note that if the maximal dilatation is equal to 1 in a region ~, then ~ is conformal in ~.
We now assume that ~-is K-quasiconformal in D and M-quasiconformal in /).
The mapping ~" carries the region /~ into a region /)* and each Dj (]= 1, ..., n) goes into a region D*. Likewise, we shall write C* for the image of C and C* for the image of each Cj. We shall let 2* denote the lowest positive non-trivial Fredholm eigenvalue for the curve system C*.
The ease M=I
We now consider the special case in which M = 1, that is, ~-(z) is conformal in /) and K-quasiconformal in D. Any admissible harmonic function ~ in /~ {i.e., the first member of an admissible pair for C) transforms into a function ~* defined by ~*(~(z)) = ~(z).
Since $(z) is conformal, ~* is also harmonic, is regular at infinity, and has a single-valued harmonic conjugate in ]~*. Thus ~* is eligible to be the first member of an admissible pair for C*, and
For the harmonic function h in D forming an admissible pair with )~, we shall likewise define its transform h* by h* (~(z)) = h(z).
Since ~ is not conformal in D, we cannot assert that h* is harmonic in D*. On the other hand, the generalized derivatives ~ and ~ satisfy the usual chain rule and integrals transform according to the classical rule in which the Jacobian of $ is taken to be Ip[~-lql~; e.f. [4] . We then have
J JD* Since the inverse of ~(z) also has maximal dilatation K in D*, we also have
The pair ]~ and h is an admissible pair for C, so from (4), (6) , and (9), we conclude that
holds. If we now let g* be the function Which is harmonic in D* and has the same boundary values as h* (and hence the same as h*), the Dirichlet principle tells us that ffD* (Vh*)* dvr ~> ffD* (Vg*)*d~r (11) holds. Therefore, the combination of (1O) and (11) gives us
where ~t* and 9* are an admissible pair for C*.
Thus to each admissible pair ~, h for C corresponds an admissible pair ]~*, g* such that (11) holds. In particular, we shall let h~ be the harmonic conjugate of the double-layer potential with density on C* equal to a Fredholm eigenfunction belonging to F, and we take as ~ the function s ~---7 < 2--~ ~-~ This proves (3) in the special case M = 1. Looking back over the proof, we see that it was only for convenience that we normalized the problem at infinity, so that the restriction ~ (~)= ~ can be relaxed to allow ~ to be any quasieonformal homeomorphism of the whole sphere. Then the inequality (12) can already be used to deduce the fact that ~ remains invariant under a linear fractional transformation of the plane, for in this case, M=K =1 and )~=F. This fact was observed by
Bergman and Schiffer in [5] .
The case K--1
When K= 1, ~ is conformal in D and we shall assume that ~ is M-quasiconformal in D. From the left inequality in (3), we get that
holds for each admissible pair of functions ~, h for C. Using (7) to define h* and the conformality of ~ in D, we have f f
If we use (5) to define s we have from an argument similar to (8) and (9) 
Mffo.(Va*),d,:
If we now take for ~* the harmonic conjugate ~* of the double-layer potential with density on C* a Fredholm eigenfunetion corresponding to -2", we can define 
Thus we have proved (3) for the case in which K = 1.
Factorization of quasieonformal mappings
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we shall use the following lemma:
. Every homeomorphism / o/ the plane which is K-quasicon/ormal in D and M-quasicon/ormal in D can be /actored to the composition o/two mappings /= hog where g is con]ormal in ~ and K-quasicon/ormal in D and h is con/ormal in g(D) and M-quasieon/ormal in g([)).
Since / is quasiconformal, it has generalized derivatives /z and /~ which satisfy (14) and (21) we deduce
which is the right side of (2). The same argument applied to the inverse of ~ proves the left side of (2) and Theorem 1 is proved.
Simply connected regions
When /) is simply connected, it may be mapped conformally on to the exterior of the unit circle with infinity going into infinity. Let us now assume that this mapping can be extended to be a homeomorphism of the whole plane onto the whole plane 
Eigenvalue estimates
The 
According to Sehiffer [11] , the exact value of 2* for the ellipse Ca is actually a 2, so our method has yielded a sharp estimate in this case.
We now consider the doubly connected region ~ contained between two confoeal ellipses. By a similarity mapping, these may be brought into the standard position with loci at -2 and 2. The semi-major axes of the two ellipses can then be written obtained by variational methods in [13] . It is readily shown that (25)gives a larger lower bound for 2" than does (26).
Another way that Theorem 1 can be used to get estimates for the lowest positive, non-trivial, Fredholm eigenvalue is demonstrated in the following. The affine mapping ~=az+b2 has maximal eccentricity k=]b/a 1. This mapping carries an annulus k<lz I < 1 into the region ~ between concentric similar ellipses. Since 2 for the annulus is 1/R 2, we can obtain an estimate for the eigenvalue 2 of the boundary of /~. We have 2"+1 (lal+lbl)2 I+R ~ 2"---~ 4 ----R2.
-(lal Ibl) 2 1
This same kind of argument can be applied to any region which is the affine (or FREDHOLIVl   EIGENVALUES  AND  QUASICONFORMAL  MAPPING   133 more generally, quasiconformal) image of a region whose eigenvalue 2 is known. In particular, estimates are known for such regions as circular regions (i.e., regions whose boundary components are circles), or regions bounded by the n components of a limniseate (i.e., the level curves of I P(z)[= m, where P(z) is an nth degree polynomial with n simple zeros and m is sufficiently small so that each level curve encloses just one zero of P and no critical points of P). These may be found in [13] . Let O* represent a class of canonical domains for domains of connectivity n, and ~* denote the class of curve systems which are boundaries of domains in ~)*.
We shall assume that each curve system C*E~* has ~t* >1. The circular domains discussed at the end of the preceding section are examples of such domains. We shall now prove the following theorem, suggested to the author by L. V. Ahlfors, who
showed by a similar argument that ~t > 1 is sufficient for the existence of a quasiconformal reflection in the simply connected case.
TH~OR~.M 2. The /unction f which maps 1~ con/ormally onto ~*EO* can be extended to a quasicon/ormal homeomorphism o/ the whole plane i/, and only i[, ,~ > 1.
If the extension is possible, the fact that ~t*> 1 implies that ~t > 1 is shown in the preceding paragraphs. The proof that Jt > 1 implies the possibility of such an extension draws heavily from the work of Ahlfors and Beurling [7] . Let us suppose that ~ > 1. In order to prove that f can be extended to a quasiconforma] homeomorphism of the whole plane, it suffices to focus our attention on each component This is just the necessary and sufficient condition given in [7] for the existence of a quasiconformal mapping of U onto U* with the boundary correspondence 4" Thus the conformal mapping ] can be continued quasiconformally into each Dk to give us a quasiconformal homeomorphism of the whole plane, and Theorem 2 is proved.
It is furthermore shown in [7] that there is an extension of / into each component of D which has maximal dilatation K not greater than In [3] Ahlfors gave a geometrical condition on a simple closed curve C which is necessary and sufficient for C to admit a quasiconformal reflection. This condition can also be extended to a curve system C consisting of n Jordan curves to give us the following theorem. The necessity of the condition (40) can be deduced easily as follows. If C is quasiconformally equivalent to a system of circles C*, then each C~ is mapped onto a circle C~. The quasiconformal mapping from Dk to D~, followed by the reflection in C*, and this followed by the quasiconformal mapping of D* onto D~ gives us a o. Sl,~i~oE~ quasiconformal reflection in C~. The condition (40) is just the necessary (and sufficient) condition for the existence of a quasiconformal reflection in C~ (see [3] ).
In order to show the sufficiency of the condition (40). we shall show, using
Ahlfors' argument in [3] , that (40) implies the condition given in Lemma 2, where the constant B depends upon A. We denote by P~ P~ the arc of C~ between P~ and P~. Then we set o~=P~Ps, fl=P~P~, 5:=PIP~, fl=PaPa.
As before, we can map ~ conformally onto a circular domain, so that the four P1, P~, a, k. points P1, P2, Ps, P4 on Ck go into four points * * P* P* on the circle C* The arcs corresponding to :r fi, ~, fl are :r fl*, ~*, fl* respectively. A linear fractional transformation can be used to take Pa--> ~. This leaves the cross ratio invariant, so that (40) says ~P~ P~ ~< A P~ Pa,
using the same letters for points after the linear fractional transformation. 
